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Importance:  People you care about stand out 

Similarity:  Groups matter 

Dynamic organization:  Multiple simultaneous categories 



Cheng, Farnham, Portnoy, et al 
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What contacts would be useful to learn more about?/ 

were most useful to view in Salsa? 

Pre-Survey

Post-Survey

• Explore “non-familiars” 

~5x more frequently than 

“familiars” 

 

• Significant change  in 

“manager” vs. “friends” 

pre-post 

 

•  Privacy for self unclear 

“is all my email public?”   
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Advantages

 

Challenges



outlook internet back to osc osc engine 3rd party provider 

1st boot 

OSC engine calls Login 

method in 3rd party 

provider 

username 

password 

login success/failure shown in 

accounts dialog 
enter credentials 

authenticate  

& login 

login 

result 

subsequent 

boots 

OSC engine calls Login 

method in 3rd party 

provider 

cached 

credentials 

login success is not shown 

only failure will show an infobar in 

the people pane 

login 
authenticate  

& login 

login 

result 

every 24 hours 

OSC engine calls 

GetColleagues method in 

provider 

cached 

credentials 

Friends XML blob is parsed and 

contacts are created in Outlook’s 

Data File 

initiate contacts 

sync 

aggregate and 

return list of 

friends as XML 

XML 

username 

password 

cached 

credentials 

cached 

credentials 

back to outlook 

Outlook 

Data File 

every 30 minutes 

OSC engine calls 

GetActivites method in 

provider 

cached 

credentials 

Activities XML blob is parsed and 

items are created in Outlook’s Data 

File 

initiate activities 

sync 

return list of all 

activities as XML 
XML cached 

credentials 

Outlook 

Data File 

user 

clicks on 

an email 

recipients’ 

SMTP’s 

matching Contact and WDS 

content is passed back and 

displayed in the People Pane 

query local 

contact folders & 

WDS index 

user 

clicks on 

an email 

recipients’ 

SMTP’s 

matching local Contact data + on-

demand activity data is used to 

populate the People Pane 

query local 

contact folder  & 

send SMTP up 

primary 

sender’s SMTP 

OSC engine calls 

OnDemand GetActivites 
primary 

sender’s SMTP 

return list of 

activities as XML 

for each recipient 

XML 

user 

clicks on 

an email 

all 

recipients 

SMTP’s 

contact + activity data is parsed and 

stored In Memory, then used to 

populate the People Pane 

SMTP addresses 

for all recipients 

are sent up 

OSC engine calls 

GetPeopleDetails 

(on-demand) 

return bio + 

activity data for 

all recipients 

XML all recipients 

SMTP 

addresses 

all recipients 

SMTP 

addresses 



a real quick case study 



  

                   Twigg 

















AUTHORING SOCIAL DATA:  MONTAGE 























     


